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The flowers of Africa’s mighty baobab tree offer a welcome treat for this
COVER
Wahlberg’s epauleted fruit bat (Epomophorus wahlbergi). Like many plants that depend
on bats, the baobab has scented, light-colored blossoms that open just after
sundown when bats begin feeding. Hanging on the flower, the bat tips the petals
to drink nectar, while also collecting pollen on its body. As the bat travels, the pollen
is distributed, aiding in the tre e’s re p roduction. By pollinating this “African
tree of life,” bats help provide sustenance and shelter for many other animals,
including humans.
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A Colorful Future
Dear Reader,
In spring 1990, BATS magazine made the transition from a black and-white
16-page newsletter to a 20-page magazine with a color cover. Now, 10 years later,
we have taken the next step forward by adding color throughout. You will no
longer need to use your imagination when an author describes the golden highlights on a Rodrigues fruit bat or the camouflage of a yellow bat’s fur against
faded palm fronds. It is our great pleasure now to bring you the bats of the world
in all their splendor.
To better showcase the photos, we have adopted a new format. We hope you
like it, and I personally welcome your comments (see address on opposite page).
Our heartfelt thanks go to Thomas Graphics of Austin, Texas, BCI’s primary
printer, who has generously agreed to work in partnership with us to cover the
costs of color printing for the next year.
Looking forward to a colorful future together, we thank you for your continuing commitment to bats!

Sara McCabe
Editor

BCI’s longtime print re pre s e n t a t i ve, Bill Waller,
joins editor Sara McCabe
in checking a freshly
printed page just off the
p ress at Thomas Graphics.
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Bat Conservation Comes of Age in
Through six years’ hard work and a media tour with Merlin Tuttle, South African
conservationists are steadily increasing public appreciation for bats . . .

by Peter John Taylor

U

ntil six years ago, bat conservation efforts in South Africa were the
province of just a few dedicated scientists. In 1994 I reluctantly
branched out from my usual role as a rodent systematist and agreed to assist
with a television documentary on South African bats. Inspired by the ensuing
flurry of media and public fascination, several fellow conservationists and I
formed the Durban Bat Interest Group, followed shortly thereafter by the
Gauteng Bat Interest Group, giving amateurs, for the first time, a role in bat
conservation in this country.
Over the next few years, interest grew steadily, culminating in a wonderful
bat festival in February of 1999. Dozens of “bat workers” (as our group members are known) came together from five provinces–Gauteng, Northwest,
Eastern Cape, Western Cape, and KwaZulu-Natal–to host a week-long bat
exhibition at the Sasol Science Festival in the Eastern Cape. An estimated
7,000 people, mostly school children, participated in our programs of slide
shows, bat house demonstrations, and evening bat walks.

The media had a field
day– literally–accompanying Merlin Tuttle (in beige
with hat) and Peter Taylor
(far right, in back) to
caves, parks, and other
stops on a South African
“bat safari,” which Taylor
and other local bat workers
arranged.
He re
reporters take pictures of
Egyptian fruit bats that are
well acclimated to human
visitors in their shallow sea
cave at Mission Rocks.
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The author (left) and John Craigie, a fellow member of the Durban Bat Interest
Group, examine a Cape hairy bat (Myotis
tricolor, inset) at the Shongweni Resource
Reserve.

In late 1999, while planning for the year
2000 bat festival, something even more exciting happened. BCI founder and exe c u t i ve
director Merlin Tuttle contacted us to offer his
assistance on the way to his annual Founder’s
Circle tour, held this year in Botswana and
Zambia. From the beginning, BCI has supported our bat groups with literature, advice,
moral support, and discounts on educational
materials, but we knew this visit could be the
most beneficial exchange between us yet. Bat
workers across the country put their heads
together to raise the necessary finances and
organize the logistics, and with considerable
assistance from Dr. Brian Whiting of
Winchester Marketing, an exciting tour materialized.
The resulting “bat safari” took Tuttle from
Durban to Pretoria, to some of South Africa’s
most beautiful and bat-rich bushveld (savanna
woodland) game reserves. At each location he
was joined by bat workers, conservationists,
military personnel, journalists, film producers,
and the general public. To the delight and fascination of these onlookers, he captured and
photographed a total of 12 species of bats during the week. Bat workers took avid mental
notes on Tuttle’s so-called “finesse netting”
technique in which he caught bats in locations
Vo l u m e 1 8 , N o. 1
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and ways we never imagined would work. At
four separate venues, Tuttle gave a slide show of
bats around the world, and his photographs
enthralled a wide variety of audiences, from
ecotour operators to biologists and the
general public.
Tuttle also visited bat house projects and
offered constructive advice to prospective bat
landlords, including staff at both a military base
and a prestigious safari lodge bordering Kruger
National Park. The next stop, close to the park,
was the small town of Komatipoort where two
m a s s i ve bat houses stand, constructed long ago
by far-sighted authorities of the South African
Railways in the hopes of attracting bats to cont rol malaria-carrying mosquitoes. Both are

Tuttle and others view one of
the two enormous bat houses
in the town of Komatipoort.
C o n s t ructed long ago in the
hopes of having bats contro l
malaria-carrying mosquitoes,
the houses are currently sheltering many less bats than
they could if refurbished.
Knowing that large bat houses in the United States have
become tourist attractions
(e.g. the Un i versity of Florida
house), South African bat
w o rkers are planning to re novate these with this added
benefit in mind.
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Hi l d e b r a n d t’s horseshoe bat (Rhinolophus hildebrandti) is one of 10 species of horseshoe bats found in
South Africa.

the near future. Bat workers’ telephones have
not stopped buzzing!
eanwhile, the Durban and Gauteng bat
groups continue with our usual work,
along with a third group, Cape BAT (Bat
Action Team), which took flight in Cape Town
at the start of the new year. Fearful public perceptions about bats are still prevalent in many
of the different cultural groups making up our
“rainbow nation,” and few of our 54 bat species
have any official protection. According to the
IUCN (International Union for the
Conservation of Na t u re and Na t u r a l
Resources), South Africa has 17 threatened
species including two that are endemic (occuring now h e re else), and five listed as
“Vulnerable.”
The large-eared free-tailed bat (Otomops
m a rtiensseni) has been the flagship species in
raising public and government awareness. In
South Africa, this bat is found only in the roofs
of houses in the greater Durban area, where it is
susceptible to homeowners’ attempts to fumi-

M
dilapidated, and only one is still occupied (bats
in the other we re deliberately poisoned!). Local
c o n s e rvationists we reinspired by Tuttle’s ideas of
rehabilitating these stru c t u res and featuring
them as tourist attractions, and plans are currently afoot to obtain funding for this ambitious
project.
Apart from encouraging bat workers (both
scientists and amateurs), identifying fruitful
projects and areas for collaboration, and paving
the way for future funding opportunities, the
“Tuttle Tour” prompted positive and unprecedented media coverage of bats. Radio interviews and two high-profile articles in glossy
outdoor and wildlife magazines have appeared
since the visit, with several more planned for

Clockwise from top left: The
Egyptian slit-faced bat (Nycteris
thebaica), Wahlberg’s epauleted
fruit bat (Epomophorus wahlbergi), lesser ye l l ow house bat
(Scotophilus viridis), and largee a red free-tailed bat (Ot o m o p s
mart i e n s s e ni) are four of the
species Merlin Tuttle was able to
capture and photograph while in
South Africa, Botswana, and
Zambia this winter. BCI’s annual
Founder’s Circle tour provides a
major opportunity each year to
add new species to BCI’s photo
collection–49 in just the past
three years.
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gate against wood borers. Visits by bat workers
have revealed 12 active roosts and a further 10
where the bats had been injured or killed.
In 1996, the Durban Bat In t e rest Group
helped get provincial legislation passed to protect this species as an “endangered mammal.”
Through press releases and letters, we have
advised pest control companies and the public
in the Durban area to notify us or other conservation organizations when they discover bats,
and now most of them stoutly refuse to fumigate
any residence that has a bat colony. This also has
led to the discovery of a number of new roosts.
In the case of the endangered free-tailed
bats, which are easily handled, we physically
remove the bats until fumigation is complete
then release them at the same location once the
methyl bromide gas has dissipated. No matter
what the species, we try to persuade homeowners to keep any house-roosting bats wherever
possible. Sometimes, howe ve r, homeow n e r s
p refer to “e xc l u d e” the bats–to seal roost
entrances to prevent re-entry.
A second species, the short - e a red trident bat
(Cloeotis perciva l i), was also granted protection
under the same provincial legislation after a
colony of these rare bats was discove red in
inspection tunnels in the wall of a dam
in northern KwaZulu-Natal in 1995.
After being threatened with eradication
on the basis of “hygiene,” the
colony–only the second of this species
known in South Africa–has been guaranteed protection.
Bat workers also monitor the cave,
t ree, and building roosts of other
species such as Wahlberg’s fruit bats,
Egyptian slit-faced bats, and Mauritian
tomb bats (Ta p h o zous mauritianus).
With greater public awareness, more
field outings, and more people reporting bat sightings and mortalities to us,
we have even added two species to the
South African list: Rendall’s serotine
Vo l u m e 1 8 , N o. 1

bat (Eptesicus rendalli), and Thomas’s house bat
(Scotoecus albofuscus). Who knows how many
more remain to be added–or even described as
a new species to science! In fact, recent research
on a colony of bats at the Hell’s Gate Military
Base (a site visited by Tuttle on his recent tour)
suggests these may represent a new species,
related closely to the little free-tailed bat
(Chaerephon pumila).
Finally, we are experimenting with bat
house designs. Nigel Fernsby of the Gauteng
Bat Interest Group has achieved success in
attracting both free-tailed and serotine bats to
bat houses at several locations. Following discussions with Merlin Tuttle this January,
Fernsby and others are discussing a South
African bat house research project, affiliated
with BCI’s No rth American Bat Ho u s e
Research Project, in which data is collected
from bat house owners across the country.
Undoubtedly a new phase for South
African bat conservation has dawned with
Tuttle’s visit and the resulting enthusiasm.
Now this country’s bat groups will need to
cooperate closely to harness the new public
interest. Before the end of this year, we hope
to have a handbook, Bats of Southern Africa,
published by the University of Natal Press.
The future for bats in South Africa has never
looked brighter!
Peter John Taylor is Curator of Mammals and
Convener: Durban Bat Interest Group, Durban
Natural Science Museum. Inquiries about his forthcoming Bats of Southern Africa can be sent to:
books@press.unp.ac.za or petert@prcsu.durban.gov.za.

Left: A small colony of Mauritian
tomb bats roosts high on the
trunk of an acacia tree.

Nigel Fe r n s by (left) and his assistant, Aron Chauke, put finishing
touches on one of Fernsby’s bat
houses. Because experimentation is
the only way to determine the
housing needs of different bat
species in different climates,
Fe r n s by and other South Africans
are beginning to compare information on the success of different bat
house styles, as Americans and
Canadians have done thro u g h
BCI’s No rth American Bat House
Re s e a rch Project.
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W here the Bats Are
Part III: Caves, Cliffs, and Rock Crevices

By Merlin D. Tuttle
All photographs by Merlin D. Tuttle
his is the the final article in our three-part
series on places where bats roost. Thus far,
we have covered bats that live in foliage and
tree cavities, as well as those that take advantage of shelters inadvertently provided by other
animals. Though such homes accommodate a
majority of bat species worldwide, by far the
largest bat colonies live in caves, and many also
rely on cliff-face crevices and other rock and

T

erosion cavities.
Despite the spectacularly large colonies that
occupy a few well-known caves, the vast majority of caves are not suitable for bat use, nor are
most crevices and cavities in cliffs, rocks, and
eroded banks. Sometimes only one in hundreds
or thousands of seemingly available roosts actually meets minimum re q u i rements (i.e., is
located near enough to food or water, provides

1

2
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required temperatures, and is safe from predators). Furthermore, even ideal roosts often can
be used only for one season each year.
Bracken Cave in Central Texas, for example,
shelters the world’s largest bat colony, some 20
million Mexican free-tailed bats (Tadarida
brasiliensis), and it is critically important as a
nursery site for the species (1-2). Nevertheless,
even these bats must migrate up to 1,000 miles
or more south into Mexico to find warm caves
and food in winter, and most males do not use
Bracken Cave at all except during migration.
The combined body mass of bats in
Bracken Cave amounts to an astonishing 270
tons. By sharing their body heat, the bats are
able to raise the cave’s temperature by over 20
degrees. In any nursery roost, warmth is essential to growth and survival of young, but only
species that congregate in very large numbers
can so dramatically heat an entire cave. Most
bats live in smaller colonies, and these must
find nursery roosts that are already exceptionally warm, mostly between 80 and 90°F. This
precludes most temperate-zone species from
rearing young in caves. However, in especially
warm climates, even a few bats often can rear
young by selecting small heat-trapping cavities
in ceilings. In this Caribbean cave (3), small
colonies of Jamaican fruit bats (Artibeus
jamaicensis) rear young in cavities that are carefully guarded as valued commodities by harem
males. Since few roosts are ideally warm, clustering and trapping of body heat is important
for many bats, in part explaining their tendency to form large colonies.
In lowland tropical and subtropical areas,
where most caves are relatively warm, and food
and water are often nearby, bats can use nearly
any cave that is safe from predators. But even
here, cave entrances must be large enough for
Vo l u m e 1 8 , N o. 1

bats to enter and exit quickly to avoid snakes,
carnivorous mammals, and birds of prey. In
Florida, up to 17 rat snakes at a time have been
seen waiting for bats to emerge from a single
cave entrance (4). This is an unnatural situation created because many southeastern myotis
(Myotis austroriparious) roosting caves have
been destroyed by careless human development
and disturbance, forcing ever larger numbers to
congregate in fewer and more vulnerable caves.
In one incident, a quarter of a million of these
bats (5) took refuge in
a single wet cave
w h e re they later
4
drowned in a flood.
Such
unnatural
crowding increasingly
threatens bats worldwide.
In temperate zones
of the United States
and Europe, especially
at higher latitudes and

5

elevations, only a few species can use caves, or
e ven rock or erosion crevices, for rearing
young. These sites are simply too cold.
However, extremely rare exceptions can be
found, even in northwestern Canada. Here, on
a remote island, Keen’s myotis (Myotis keenii)
(6) are able to rear young in rock crevices that
are geothermally heated by hot spring water
SPRING 2000
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(7). They remain safe despite being at
ground
level because there are no
7
predators.
Especially in desert areas, bats
often must find rock or ero s i o n
crevices that receive just the right
amount of heat from the sun. By
being very clever in their selection,
tiny western pipistrelles (Pipistrellus
hesperus) can use cliff-face crevices
year-round (8). They look for warm
(but not extremely hot) crevices to
rear young in summer, and cool (but
not sub-freezing) ones for winter
hibernation. These tiny bats wedge
into spaces only a half-inch or less
wide, enabling them to press tightly
to the rock surface for temperature
control and move deeper to avoid
extremes. Also, in such tight spaces,
they can prevent attacks from hungry
snakes by simply opening their
mouths to fill the space so completely that the snake has no room to
manuever.
Species that form larger colonies in more
spacious cliff cavities attract the most attention,
so they must be especially careful to avoid
roosts that are accessible to climbing predators.
For this reason, sometimes only one in tens of
thousands of seemingly available spaces can be
occupied.
The western small-footed myotis (Myotis
ciliolabrum) relies on an opposite strategy (9).
Individual mothers often rear their yo u n g
alone, in ground-level cavities that are easily
accessible to predators; however, because they
occupy only one in many thousands of openings in extremely rocky or eroded landscapes
(10), it is not worth a predator’s effort to hunt
them.
Most temperate-zone bats are forced to
migrate or hibernate to avoid winter weather
extremes. Some, such as the western pipistrelle,
survive winter by moving deep into cliff-face
rock crevices where temperatures are low, but
above freezing. However, prior to the advent of
modern humans, caves were by far the safest
havens for consistently finding such conditions, and many bats are now so well adapted
to hibernating in specific temperature zones of
caves that they cannot change.
Bats living in temperate climates typically
spend the summer in tree cavities, man-made
Vo l u m e 1 8 , No. 1
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9
structures, or rock crevices that are sufficiently
solar-heated to permit rearing of young.
However, in fall they must travel varying distances to reach the relatively rare caves that are
capable of providing cool, stable temperatures
(between 32 and 52°F) for hibernation. Since
long migrations can consume as much energy
as is required for an entire winter of hibernation, bats can afford lengthy travel only where
hibernation caves are ideal.
Bats have developed a variety of winter survival strategies in response to the temperature
gradients found in hibernation caves. The cave
diagram on page 10 provides a simplified illus-

11
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Bats have
developed a
variety of winter
survival strategies
in response to
the temperature
gradients found
in hibernation
caves.
tration of how three bat species, through differring physiological and behavioral adaptations, have divided roosting habitat in a manner that minimizes competition.
Eastern pipistrelles (Pi p i s t rellus subflavus)
(11) cannot survive below-freezing temperatures. Thus they must enter hibernation early
and leave late, often remaining torpid except
for brief arousals, from mid-September to early
May. Indiana myotis (Myotis sodalis) (12, on
page 11) have an intermediate tolerance. They
hibernate from late October through March,
while big brown bats (Epetesicus fuscus), which
are extremely hardy and even arrive during
severe snowstorms, typically hibernate only
from December through February.
To surv i ve until spring, hibernating bats
must store large amounts of fat and lower their
body temperatures as much as possible to reduce
metabolic rates and consequent weight loss.
SPRING 2000
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C aves such as this one, that provide large volume areas below their lowest
entrances, are able to trap cold air. Because subterranean rock temperatures
approximate average above-ground temperatures, if summer highs were to
reach 80°F and winter lows fell to 30°, the limestone rock would appoximate
55°, the midpoint between these extremes. Thus a cave that occured in that
limestone would approximate this temperature, provided it had no airflow from
outside. If it had two entrances located at different levels, however, there would
be a “chimney effect” airflow through the cave. Relatively warmer, lighter air
would rise from the upper entrance while cold air flowed into the lower
entrance. In a large enough cave, this would create a gradient of temperature
ranging from below freezing, where outside air enters, to 55°, where it exits. By
selecting different temperature zones along the gradient, multiple species can
more easily share a cave.
Cold-air-trapping caves, such as the one pictured, provide temperatures that
can be 10° below the annual average at the surface. This variance means that
bats arriving as early as September can enter hibernation at an ideal 45°,
though outside temperatures may still be close to 75°. By entering hibernation
at this time, bats can avoid the danger of sudden fall storms. If this cave’s contours were reversed, it would trap warm summer air, providing potential nursery roost sites, though it would be unsuitable for hibernation.

B AT S
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Since bats spend close to 80 percent of their
winter fat supply on necessary arousals to compensate for dehydration and changing temperature, it is important that exposure to the coldest, dryest air be minimized. Because big brown
bats roost near cave entrances, where incoming
air is exceptionally cold and dry, they often
reduce their exposure by wedging into tight
crevices. Even so, rapid changes in temperature
and humidity force them to arouse and move
more often than other species, and this is especially costly. By spending less time in hibernation, they are able to occupy costly roosts and
use a wider variety of hibernation sites, enabling
them to avoid the expense of long migration.
Indiana myotis limit surface exposure, and
thus energy-wasting arousals, by packing into
dense clusters. This also saves energy by allowing them to share body heat when waking up.
In contrast, eastern pipistrelles roost singly in
re l a t i vely stable, inner areas where temperature
Vo l u m e 1 8 , No. 1

fluctuations actually cause moisture to condense on their fur. Because they roost in the
most stable, moist areas, pipistrelles undergo
f ewer forced arousals and apparently save sufficient energy to more than compensate for their
higher daily metabolic costs. By tolerating
warmer hibernation roosts, the opposite of
what big brown bats do, they too are able to
roost in a wider variety of caves and avoid long
migrations.
Prior to the arrival of Eu ropean settlers in
America, the Indiana bat’s intermediate hibernation strategy had become extremely successful. By forming large, tightly packed clusters in
just a few ideally stru c t u red caves, where it
occupied a re l a t i vely narrow middle range of
t e m p e r a t u re, this species apparently had minimized hibernation costs sufficiently to permit
long migrations. It could build enormous
colonies–an estimated 10 million or more in
Mammoth Cave, Kentucky, alone–but could
not surv i ve in the much wider variety of caves
tolerated by big brown bats and eastern pipistrelles.
Unfortunately, the ve ry strategy that enabled
this species to dominate eastern North America
for thousands of years has today played an
i m p o rtant role in its dramatic decline to endangered status. The kinds of exceptionally large,
complex, and multi-entranced caves that
Indiana bats require are also those most sought
after for human recreation. Though many such
caves are now commercialized, hope does exist.
Increasingly, cave explorers, mining corporations, and some commercial cave owners are
cooperating with BCI and with government
agencies, private industry, and other wildlife
organizations to identify and protect suitable
Vo l u m e 1 8 , N o. 1

hibernation sites where bat populations still can be restored.
12
Last spring, the U.S. Fo re s t
Service and BCI spearheaded a partnership effort to protect Rocky
Hollow Cave in V irginia, an ideal
hibernation roost that, prior to
intense vandalism, sheltered at least a
million or more Indiana bats [BATS,
Fall 1999]. Such projects are already
beginning to pay off. The enormous
Unamin Graphite Mine in southern
Illinois was set aside as a bat sanctuary in 1996, thanks to Unamin’s
timely collaboration with BCI and
the U.S. Forest Service. Today it provides ideal habitat for a rapidly growing population of more than 9,000 Indiana myotis and
thousands of other bats. BCI is also leading a
collaborative study to better document hibernation requirements (13), and this, too, is
helping. Already the investigation has led to
airflow restoration projects at several critically
important caves where Indiana myotis were
declining. Much remains to be done, however.
Knowledge of the specific roosting needs is
lacking for most bats worldwide, though it is
essential to their conservation.
Merlin D. Tuttle is Founder and Executive
Director of BCI.
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ORIGAMI

By Sara McCabe

and the Art of Bat Appreciation
“When people

see an origami exhibit, they’re immediately captivated and full of
questions,” says BCI member Michael G.
LaFosse, a world-renowned master of
Japanese paper folding. “So when they view
my origami bats, the art bridges the gap
b e t ween fear and confidence, and they are n’t
afraid to ask me all about bats.” In 20 years of
exhibiting origami animals, LaFosse says he
has never heard a single “yuck, bats” type of
response from anyone. In fact, he says, most
people seem to want to learn as much as they
can, and they walk away thinking bats are
amazing cre a t u res.
With formal training in biology, LaFosse
calls himself a “biologist who interprets natural history studies through art.” Since receiving
his first Golden Guide nature book at age five,
his favorite cre a t u res have been bats and mollusks. When La Fosse was seven, his father
found a grounded bat and brought it home in
a box. The bat flew away, but LaFosse senior
B AT S
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showed his son the “bat” entry in the family
e n c yclopedias and read him the entire
account. After that, LaFosse says he read every
bat-related book he could at his local library,
then pestered the librarians until they purchased more.
At age 12, he was introduced to origami
t h rough an article about the work of Japanese
Origami Master Akira Yoshizawa, now a personal friend and mentor. Combining his two
interests, LaFosse continually calls upon his
understanding of the natural world in cre a ting his origami menagerie. For each pro j e c t ,
he tries to observe the animal in the wild or in
captivity and also studies preserved specimens, photographs, and videos. For a 1998
exhibit at the Arizo n a - Sonora De s e rt
Museum, LaFosse spent a month as a resident
a rtist studying the indigenous animals and
gathering fibers from desert plants to use in
his custom, handmade papers. More than
40,000 people visited his origami display of
Vo l u m e 1 8 , No. 1

Each of LaFosse’s creations is an entirely original
design, created from a single piece of handmade
paper.LaFosse’s premier batdesign is the big brown
bat (Eptesicus fuscus), which took eight years to
perfect and requires 12 hours to fold.

25 native animals.
Recently LaFosse’s work was featured in an
origami show at the Louvre Museum in Paris.
When not exhibiting his folded creations
a round the world, he can be found at his studio in Ha verhill, Massachusetts, teaching
classes or working on new designs. He has frequent
requests
for
special
adve rtising designs. One of the more notable
was a television commercial several years back
for McDonald’s, showing dollar bills being
folded into objects such as an aardva rk, the
Eiffel Towe r, and a space shuttle.
Out of a lifelong total of more than 2,000
original designs of plants, animals, insects,
and airplanes, LaFosse’s brown bat (left) is one
of his favorites. The design took eight years to
p e rfect and requires about 12 hours of folding
time. His most popular and famous chiroptera, howe ver, are his stylized “Ha p p y

The artist poses with a penguin he created. When possible, LaFosse likes to make life-sized animals.

Go o d - Luck Bats” (below). Dozens of these
delicate figures we re commissioned by Sa k s
Fifth Avenue in New Yo rk City and fashioned
into a 30-foot “bat chandelier” for the 1994
New Yo rk Asia Society’s Gala Fund Raiser.
Most adults or teenagers can fold either of the
two designs (roosting or flying) with a little
practice, thanks to LaFosse’s step-by - s t e p
video (sidebar).
As for other bat designs, LaFosse says he
has a few ideas “waiting in the wings,” and is
looking forward to the challenge of a species
with large ears, such as a pallid, spotted, or
b i g - e a red bat. We are pleased to hear there
will be more of these unique sculptures in the
future, offering the public a most charming
and universal introduction to the wonder of
bats.
Sara McCabe is Editor of BATS.

Origami Bat Video

The 1.5-hour Happy
Good-Luck Bats video
costs $24.95 and
includes instructions for
folding a horseshoe crab
as well as a tour of one
of LaFosse’s exhibits.
Each bat is folded from
a single triangle of
paper, using a “wet
folding” technique in
which the paper is
dampened.
For more information, contact:
ORIGAMIDO STUD IO

63 Wingate Street
Haverhill, MA 01832
(978) 372-1215
www.origamido.com
info@origamido.com

Visitors to the BCI office always enjoy this
framed montage of LaFosse’s “Happy GoodLuck Bats,” donated as a gift from the artist.
LaFosse has made it possible for anyone to create the bats using his video (see information at
right), though it is recommended for individuals or a small group, rather than a classroom
setting.
SPRING 2000
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John & Jane Newman
By Sara McCabe

J

ohn and Jane Newman’s farmland in Allen
County, Kentucky, has a rich history, traceable to the early 1800s when a blacksmith
named Carpenter made his home on a prominent cliff. To bat fans, however, the land’s more
recent history may be the most interesting.
Carved into the bottom of the cliff is a limestone cave that houses a colony of endangered
gray myotis (Myotis grisescens) each summer.
When the Newmans purchased the property in
1990, about 700 bats inhabited the cave. Seven
years later, there were an estimated 4,100. By
1999, the Kentucky Department of Fish and
Wildlife Resources counted more than 11,000
bats, including young pups.

“Carpenter Cave is a very important maternity roost, and the colony is doing extremely
well,” says Kentucky En d a n g e red Species
Biologist Traci Wethington, who has been
monitoring the bats for several years. “A lot of
people see cave ownership as a liability and bats
as a nuisance. But the Newmans take great
pride in their cave, and they have definitely
contributed to its success.”
Indeed, since learning about BCI and
becom-ing members in 1991, the Newmans
have been actively working to keep intruders
out of the cave and to remedy past damage. “It

A waterfall cascades from beneath
the Newmans’ house down the
bluff to Carpenter Cave. An even
better water source for the bats
lies only a few hundred yard s
away, where the Ba r ren River
flows by the Newmans’ land.
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was a party area for years,” John
Newman explains. “I’ve hauled
enough trash out of there to start my
own landfill.”
Although they have owned the
property for a decade, the couple didn’t build a house on the site until John
retired to the life of a “gentleman
farmer” two years ago. “We haven’t
seen any evidence of unauthorized use
of the cave since we moved in,” Jane
says. With their home high on the
bluff overlooking the cave, it’s no surprise that people are less likely to risk
trespassing. For added security, John, a
former high-tech executive, built a
l i g h t - a c t i vated alarm that addre s s e s
uninvited guests with a message he
recorded himself:
“[police whistle] Stop where you
are. This property is posted, and this
cave is posted. Leave now. If you proceed further, you will be photographed and prosecuted. You have
been warned.”
Jane laughs and says, “He sounds
like ‘the Terminator’!”
The Newmans believe far greater
numbers of bats likely roosted in the
cave in the past, based on roost stains
and guano deposits that measure 20 feet across.
“I’m sure the bat population has changed over
time as human interest in the cave has gone up
and down,” John speculates. He and Jane have
collected a file of historical information on
human uses of the cave. A newspaper clipping
from Independence Day of 1917 shows that it
was once a community gathering place on holidays and other occasions. Other reports tell of
saltpeter mining during the War of 1812.
Inside the cave are remnants of vats the miners
built to leach nitrate salts from the earth to
make saltpeter, the principal component of
black gunpowder.
Human disturbance these days is limited to
occasional visits by botanists studying plants at
the cave entrance, along with Traci Wethington
and other Kentucky Fish and Wildlife biologists who count the bats every other summer.
The Newmans assist with the count–first the
adults as they emerge just before darkness falls,
then the pups that remain inside the cave without their mothers. “We’ve taken a great interest
in the bats,” John confirms in obvious underVo l u m e 1 8 , N o. 1

Inside Carpenter Cave, John
and Jane Newman install a
sign explaining the importance of the site as a nursery
roost for gray myotis.
The Kentucky State Na t u re
Preserves Commission awarded the Newmans this plaque
in 1997, marking Carpenter
Cave as a Kentucky Natural
Area. The Newmans are also
encouraged in their land stewa rdship by the Kentucky
De p a rtment of Fish and
Wildlife Re s o u rces, whose
biologists visit the cave every
two ye a r s .

statement. “Jane thinks she’s their mother!”
Currently, the Newmans are debating the
rather costly purchase of a night-vision scope to
better view the emergences. In addition, they
are working with wildlife professionals and
other bat enthusiasts to figure out where their
gray myotis colony goes to hibernate. Their
two main prospects right now are a cave about
40 miles away in neighboring Tennessee or a
well-known Kentucky cave that houses hundreds of thousands of bats each winter. Lastly,
they are hoping, as they do every year, that this
summer even more bats will discover the safe
shelter of Carpenter Cave–protected for the
first time in two centuries.
Sara McCabe is Editor of BATS.
For a schematic of John Newman’s cave alarm,
send a self-addressed, stamped envelope to
Newman at 1282 Walnut Hill Rd. Holland,
KY 42153.
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Distinguishing the Real BCI
T
The Lucas family of Kansas enjoys
the last visible moments of a
Bracken Cave emergence. On
most nights, the bats begin their
flight out of the cave before dusk
and continue long after it has
become too dark to see.

Members’ Night SignUp Begins May 1
As announced in the last issue of
BATS, we are once again offering BCI
Members’ Nights at Bracken Cave this
summer, and sign-up begins Monday,
May 1. We hope you can join us on
either June 17, July 22, August 5,
or August 19 to witness the incredible dusk flight of 20 million bats
from BCI’s private, protected cave in
Central Texas.
Members interested in attending
should contact Mr. David Bamberger
beginning May 1st. Please do not call
or send anything before May 1, and
please do not call the BCI office. Be
s u re to give your name, address,
phone number, number of family
members attending, and your first and
second choice of dates, preferably by
e-mail (selah@tstar.net), or by fax at
(830) 868-4639, or else by phone at
(830) 868-7303 only on Mondays or
Tuesdays between 9:00 am and 9:00
pm CST.
Space is limited, so please make
your re s e rvations as soon as possible.
You will receive confirmation, a map,
and trip information in early June.
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hanks to BCI’s extraord i n a ry successes on
behalf of bats, not surprisingly, new bat
c o n s e rvation organizations are appearing nearly
as fast as grass in the spring. Many are, in fact,
led by individuals who received their original
training through our Bat Conservation and
Management Wo rkshops. All rely heavily on
BCI educational materials and research findings, and BCI proudly supports their special
regional and topical collaboration.
Neve rtheless, the public, and even some BCI
members, recently have been confused by The
Organization for Bat Conservation (OBC). We
are happy when our products and research find-

Photo Op!
BCI is establishing a volunteer network of
p rofessional and serious (ve ry serious!) amateur photographers. If you are an active outdoor photographer and would be willing to
donate your time to document BCI conservation activities in your area, please send a letter

ings prove useful to others, but regret that in
this case, an extremely similar web site address
has been chosen, with strikingly similar-sounding conservation programs announced. This is a
serious problem for BCI, since the OBC, which
s t rongly promotes itself through the media, has
refused to correct the problem, does not always
share BCI’s approach, and certainly cannot provide our caliber of member and other serv i c e s .
We continue to encourage and support all conservation efforts on behalf of bats, but urge
emerging bat conservation groups to establish
clearly unique identities and work collaboratively with all who care about bats.

of interest that details your photo
experience to Elaine Acker, BCI’s
Conservation
Ad va n c e m e n t
Specialist, at eacker@batcon.org, .
Your work is needed in support of BATS Magazine, the BCI
annual report, or other publications. BCI will reimburse you for
film, processing, and authorized
expenses, and a credit line will
appear with your photo any time
it is used.
High-quality photographs have always
been one of BCI’s most powerful tools in
helping change negative perceptions of bats
and sharing our conservation efforts with the
world. We hope you will consider contributing your time and talent to this important
effort.
Vo l u m e 1 8 , No. 1

Bat Field Guide
for Latin
America
After reading the article “Vacation Ba t
Watching in the Tropics” in the last issue of
BATS, several members asked us to recommend a field guide for Latin America.
Although there is no single book, or even combination of books, that covers all of Mexico
t h rough South America, many of the bat
species you will encounter in these areas are
included in Fiona Reid’s 1997 Field Guide to
the Mammals of Central America and
Southeast Mexico. Longtime BCI members
may recall that Reid’s bat artwork has graced
several of our catalog products and that she led
a BCI natural history tour in southeastern
Arizona last year.
It is no surprise, then, that Reid’s neotropical field guide, which she both wrote and illustrated, is noted for its especially strong section
on bats. Although it encompasses all native
mammals from Mexico to Panama, including
aquatic species, the book devotes over 100
pages to bats, covering more than 130 species.
In addition to summaries of each family represented, Reid provides physical descriptions,
range
maps,
and
beautiful
color
illustrations–painstakingly hand painted from
live subjects in the field–for most species. Both
professional biologists and amateur naturalists
will appreciate her clear, succinct format,
which allows readers to quickly scan vital information such as measurements, distribution,
status, habitat, and behaviors. Also useful are
an index for scientific as well as common
names and an informative introduction on the
Vo l u m e 1 8 , N o. 1

study of mammals.
A Field Guide to the
Mammals of Central America and Southeast
Mexico (456 pages) can be purchased directly from Oxford University Press at 1-800451-7556 or www.oup-usa.org. Paperback
(ISBN 0195064011) is $29.95 and hardback
(0195064003) is $60.

Salvin’s big-eyed
bat (Chiroderma
salvini) is one of
118 bat illustrations included in
this comprehensive
guide.

Look for

Masters of the Night:
The True Story of Bats
at these locations:
5,000-square-foot version
Cleveland, Ohio

Cleveland Museum of Natural History
January 29 - May 28, 2000
2,500-square-foot version

Wish List
Your help with any of the following
special needs would greatly increase
our effectiveness. To make a donation,
or for more information, contact
Bob Benson at bbenson@batcon.org
or at (512) 327-9721, ext. 27.
Multimedia Projector
Demand for educational programs
by BCI staff is at an all-time high, but
our audiovisual equipment is limited
as well as outdated. A Phillips Hopper
SV20 projector will provide sharper
image quality and allow staff to download hundreds of lecture templates,
images, clip art, and sound clips
when used with our laptop computer.
This equipment will also be invaluable at workshops and conferences
throughout the year. A donation to
help BCI purchase one or two of these
much-needed projectors would be
greatly appreciated ($3,200 each).
2000 Foundation Directory
Online Service
BCI’s Development Department has
always relied on the Foundation
Dire c t o ry for information on potential
funding. Now that this service is online,
it offers many new benefits, including
the ability to easily generate targeted
lists of funding prospects from among
m o rethan 10,000 of the nation’s largest
foundations. A flexible subscription
plan allows access for $20 per month.
We would be very thankful for a one- or
two-year gift subscription ($240 or
$480, respectively).

Springfield, Missouri

Discovery Center of Springfield
May 13 - August 6, 2000
Matteson, Illinois

Lincoln Mall
August 12 - October 3, 2000
Phoenix, Arizona

Arizona Science Center
October 21, 2000 - January 7, 2001
NO INTERNATIONAL DATES CONFIRMED AT TIME OF PUBLICATION .
DATES ARE SUBJECT TO CHANGE. PLEASE CALL VENUES LISTED
FOR MORE INFORMATION, OR BBH EXHIBITS AT (210) 599-0045.

Field Equipment—Mist Nets
Despite great care, the mist nets we
use to safely capture bats in the wild
frequently get damaged beyond
repair. Last year, with an unprecedented number of workshops and ecotours, our dwindling supply met its
limits. We would be grateful for donations to purchase 12 new nets—four
each of three sizes: 18-foot ($58); 30foot ($70); and 42-foot ($94); for a
total cost of $888.
SPRING 2000
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Global Grassroots Conservation

T

BCI’s new Global Grassroots Conservation Fund
he twentieth century was not kind to the bats
will
allow us to quickly respond to such requests for
of Mo l d ova, a former Soviet republic.
assistance,
under the direction of our five-continent
Industrial pollution degraded the landscape, and masScientific
Ad
visory Board. Recipients will provide
sive use of bats in laboratory research destroyed whole
background information and references, discuss project
colonies that have not recovered.
design with BCI staff, and supply reports and photoIn 1995, a small, dedicated team of local biologists
documentation of their achievements.
called Grupul Fauna set out to help Moldovan bats. In
This program is an acknowledgment that BCI will
the last year, they have worked with the government to
never have the resources to address all our internationprotect two abandoned mine roosts and create the first
al objectives on our own, nor do we want to.
bat reserve in a post-Soviet country. Currently they are
Experience has demonstrated that only local partners
targeting another mine, which once housed the counhave the credibility and understanding to make lasting
try’s largest known bat colony. Ten species have recentchanges in their countries. With BCI advice, materials,
ly begun to return, and Grupul Fauna is striving to
and small, low-risk grants, these crusaders are building
gain official protection and begin teaching local
a global infrastructure for long-term bat conservation
Moldovans to value their nocturnal neighbors.
that we could never achieve alone.
These local citizens are a good example of the many
motivated conservationists around the globe
who approach BCI for aid each year. Working
alone or in small teams, they are often the
only advocates for bat protection in whole
countries and regions. They teach the value of
bats in local schools and work at night to conduct surveys in areas where there is little existing data. They labor to protect key bat roosts,
one by one, usually on the slimmest of shoestring budgets.
In supporting these conservationists, we
have seen the incredible impact that a little
encouragement, a few supplies, a package of
educational materials, or even a small grant
can have on their lives and the outcome of
their work. It is sometimes hard to believe
A teacher in Thailand educates students about local fruits that bats help propthat our seemingly minor assistance can proagate through pollination or seed dispersal. Time and time again, local volunduce such widespread and positive results for
teers have amazed us by stretching minimal donations from BCI into signifibats. (See “Report from Slovakia,” BATS,
cant advancements for bats in their region. With a new fund for grassroots
Spring 1999.)
work, we will be able to better respond to more of these dedicated conservationists around the world.
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